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What are the effects of tariff reductions on trade
volumes?
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The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (“FTA”)

• Empirically, a 1% tariff reduction during the FTA
I Increased Canadian productivity significantly (Trefler, 2004)
I Increased trade volumes by 10% (Head and Ries, 2001)

• Theoretically, a Melitz (2003) model calibrated to the FTA
I Accounts for NO change in measured productivity (Gibson, 2006)
I Accounts for an increase in trade volumes of 6% (Ruhl, 2008)
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Why Are There No Productivity Gains in Melitz?

• A drop in tariffs reallocates resources toward exporters

• Exporters’ measured productivity is the same as non exporters’
I Measured productivity is value added per worker
I Exporters have lower marginal costs, but also charge lower prices
I In equilibrium, value added per worker is constant across firms

• Thus, the reallocation does not change measured productivity
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Why is the Trade Elasticity Too Small in Melitz?

• The trade elasticity depends heavily on a parameter governing the
substitutability between goods

• Empirical estimates say this parameter is small
I BKK (1994), Bloningen and Wilson (1999), Corsetti et. al. (2007)

• Given a reasonable parameter value, the trade elasticity is about
60% as large as in the data

I Ruhl (2008)
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WHAT IS MISSING IN MELITZ (2003)?
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Changes in Firm Productivity

• Melitz (2003): firm productivity is constant

• Evidence: firm productivity increases when firms start to export
I Van Biesebroeck (2005), De Loecker (2007), Lileeva (2009), Lileeva &

Trefler (2009)

• This paper: extends Melitz by introducing a productivity choice
I Innovation: any costly activity that increases productivity
I Examples: just in time, product innovation, information systems,...

(Lileeva & Trefler)
I Note: innovation costs are independent of output
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Innovation Generates Productivity Gains and
Amplifies the Change in Trade Volumes

A drop in tariffs increases foreign demand, leading to

• Exporter innovation, thereby increasing aggregate productivity
I Cost of innovation independent of output
I Gains from innovation increasing in output

• An increase in trade volumes beyond models without innovation
I More productive exporters means lower export prices
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What I Do

• Develop a new model of international trade with innovation

• Calibrate it to match
I Key data on Canada and U.S. before the 1989 Free Trade Agreement
I The observed productivity gains from trade in Canada

• Compute the elasticity of trade volumes to tariff reductions

• Compare results with empirical estimates
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What I Find

• The implied trade elasticity is 10, consistent with the empirical
estimates in Head and Ries (2001)

• If I redo the exercise shutting down the innovation channel, the
trade elasticity is 6, consistent with Ruhl (2008)
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Related Literature

• Studies of the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement
I Kehoe (2003): Krugman models account for 1/10 of trade elasticity
I Ruhl (2008): Melitz type model accounts for 2/3 of trade elasticity

• Studies of innovation and trade
I Yeaple (2005), Constantini & Melitz (2007), Atkeson & Burstein

(2010), Lileeva & Trefler (2010)
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MODEL
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Overview

• Static, deterministic version of Melitz (2003) with 2 countries

• Countries differ in size (population-wise)

• Continuum of tradable goods produced in country i

• A non tradable good produced in country i

• Country i government collects tariffs and rebates lump sum
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Tradable Goods: Production Function

• Set Ωi of differentiated tradable goods produced in country i
I Ωi has measure Mi
I No entry or exit decisions

• Each ω ∈ Ωi is
I Produced by one monopolist
I Associated with a technology parameter γ(ω) ∼ f (γ)

• Given innovation level z, the output of good ω ∈ Ωi is

y(ω) = γ(ω)zn

where n is labor services
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Tradable Goods: Innovating and Exporting

• Innovation level z requires c(z) units of labor

c(z) = zα, α > 1

• Exporting requires a fixed cost of κ units of labor

x(ω) =

{
1 if good ω is exported,
0 otherwise
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Non Tradable Good Technology

Perfectly competitive stand-in firm in country i with labor input nsi

produces the non tradable good with technology

Si = nsi
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Consumer Preferences

Preferences defined over tradable goods and the non tradable good

U(Ci, si) = η log Ci + si

where

Ci =

[∫
Ωi

qi(ω)
σ−1

σ dω +

∫
Ωj

qi(ω)
σ−1

σ dω

] σ
σ−1

, σ > 1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
domestic

︸ ︷︷ ︸
imports
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Consumer Endowment

Consumers

• Have one unit of labor

• Own domestic firms
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Government

• Collects ad valorem tariffs τi on imports into country i

• Distributes revenues gi back to each consumer
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EQUILIBRIUM
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Utility Maximization

The consumer maximizes utility subject to the budget constraint:∫
Ωi

p(ω)qi(ω)dω+(1 + τi)

∫
Ωj

p(ω)qi(ω)dω + wisi =

wi +

∫
Ωi
π(ω)dω
Ni

+ gi

Denote the demand functions of the consumer as

q∗i (p(ω); Pi,wi), ω ∈ Ωi and q∗i ((1 + τi)p(ω); Pi,wi), ω ∈ Ωj
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Monopolist Profit Maximization

Π(γ(ω)) = max
z≥0,x∈{0,1}

π(z, x, γ(ω))− xwiκ− wic(z)

where π(z, x, γ(ω)) is maximized profits taking as given
z, x and the consumer demand functions
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Equilibrium Firm Behavior

• Price is a constant mark-up over marginal cost
I Follows from constant elasticity in demand functions

• Exporting follows a cut-off rule
I Only firms with large γs can cover the fixed export cost

• Innovation zi(γ) is increasing in γ and jumps at the export cut-off
I Innovation is increasing in output
I Output is increasing in γ
I Output jumps at cut-off
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Innovation is Increasing in γ with a Jump

θ

Z
(θ

)
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POLICY ANALYSIS
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Policy Analysis

• Calibrate model to Canada and US before Free Trade Agreement

• Feed in tariff reductions observed in data

• Compute change in trade volumes and compare to data

• Assess importance of innovation for my results
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CALIBRATION
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Calibration Strategy

1. Map tradable sector into manufacturing sector

2. Choose functional form for distribution of firms

3. Calibrate some parameters directly using empirical observations

4. Calibrate remaining parameters indirectly to match key
dimensions in the data
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Distribution of Firms

Firm distribution is a truncated Pareto density function

f (γ) =
θ

1− γ̄−θ
γ−θ−1, γ ∈ [1, γ̄], θ > 0

• Implies that the distribution of firms by employees is truncated
Pareto in equilibrium (except for the exporter “jump”)

• Provides for a close match to distribution of manufacturing firms
in US with relatively few parameters (Luttmer, 2007)
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Parameters Calibrated Directly

• τUS = 0.04: US avg. tariffs for Canadian goods 1988
• τCAN = 0.08: Canadian avg. tariffs for US goods 1988
• NUS = 1.00: population US
• NCAN = 0.11: population in Canada relative to US 1988
• MUS = 1.00: measure of firms in US
• η = 0.30: manufacturing labor is 15% of total labor in US
• σ = 2.00: Ruhl (2008)
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Parameters Calibrated Indirectly

Fix α (recall, c(z) = zα) and calibrate

• Fixed export cost κ and measure of Canadian firms MCAN
I Match trade volumes in US and Canada in 1988
I Trade volume: ratio of exports to manufacturing output

• Distribution parameters θ, γ̄
I Minimize squared difference between data and model on employee

size distribution in US in 1992
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Parameters Calibrated Indirectly

Calibrate α to match effects of FTA on Canadian productivity

• Productivity gains between 5.0% and 8.3% (Trefler, 2004)

• Measure is increase in VA per worker in constant prices
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Firm Size Distribution by Number of Employees
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COMPUTING THE TRADE ELASTICITY
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Tariff Reductions from 1988 to 1996

• τUS : 4.0%→ 0.8%

• τCAN : 8.2%→ 1.5%
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Results

• The trade elasticity is 9.6

• In line with data: between 7.9 and 11.4 (Head and Ries, 2001)

• Still within range when matching other productivity increases
I Increase of 8.3%, elasticity is 10.5
I Increase of 2.5%, elasticity is 8.6
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Importance of Innovation

If I shut down the innovation channel:

• Elasticity drops from 9.6 to 6.4
I Innovation amplifies the trade elasticity by 50%

• Effectively identical results to Ruhl (2008)
I Despite many additional features that Ruhl adds to study RBC
I But mechanism and data used in calibration are the same
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Productivity Gains in US

• Productivity gains in US are 0.14%
I Consistent with tiny trade gains in US (Bernard & Jensen, 1999)

• The reason for the asymmetric gains from trade is size
I US is much bigger than Canada
I Expansion in market size associated with FTA is larger in Canada
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Change in Innovation in Canada
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Effects are Smaller in US
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EXTENSIONS
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Introducing an Exit Decision

Melitz (2003): small non exporters exit after tariff drop, which reduces
the denominator in my measure of trade volume

• Introduce exit decision: fixed cost of production
I Firms produce iff profits exceed fixed cost of production

• Find: exit does not play a big role
I Increases elasticity from 9.6 to 10.3
I With no innovation elasticity increases from 6.4 to 6.9
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Introducing an Entry Decision

Atkeson and Burstein (2009): with an entry decision, innovation has
small effects on productivity gains from trade

• Introduce entry decision: fixed cost required to draw γ ∼ f (γ)
I Firms enter iff expected profits exceed entry cost

• Find: resulting trade elasticity hardly changes

• Comment: productivity in AB is different than in my model
I I compute productivity increases as in national accounts
I AB compute real increases in productivity (C/N)
I When using same measure, my results are consistent with theirs
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ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS
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Additional Applications

• I have focused on a specific question

• However, the message of the model is broad: innovation is key to
understand the effects of trade liberalization

• I use the model to address two common questions in the literature
I Why did trade volumes in US increase so much?
I Why are the effects of openness different across countries?
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Effect of Tariffs on US Trade Volumes

• Trade volumes tripled in US between 1962 and 1999

• Potential reasons for this increase include reductions in tariffs,
transport costs, non-tariff barriers, etc.

• Yi (2003): tariffs account for 1/10 of increase under Krugman
(1980) and Anderson (1979) models

• My model: tariffs account for 2/3 of increase
I I find this by revisiting Yi’s calculations
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Revisiting Yi’s Calculations

• 2 symmetric countries that lower tariffs from 14% to 3%

• Use the calibrated parameters from CAN-US FTA analysis
I Exception: κ is calibrated to match initial trade volume

• Trade volumes increase by 140% in the model
I Data shows an increase of 220%

• Tariff drops account for 2/3 of the increase in trade volumes
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Different Effects of Liberalization Across Countries

• Empirical studies find asymmetric effects of trade liberalization
across countries

I Clerides et. al (1998): no evidence of productivity gains in
Colombia, Mexico, and Morocco

I Havrylyshyn (1990): gains are lower in developing countries

• Most models predict similar effects across countries

• In my model, when costs of innovation differ, so will these effects
I Higher costs of innovation reduce the gains from trade

• In developing countries, innovation costs are likely to be large
I Corruption, low enforcement of property rights, rigid labor laws
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CONCLUSION
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Conclusion

• Developed model that can account for productivity gains from
trade to study effects of innovation on the trade elasticity

• Found trade elasticity in line with empirical estimates

• Without innovation, trade elasticity is below empirical estimates
and consistent with other studies
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